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Browse Research and Scholarship

- Research unit, center, or department
- SelectedWorks Gallery
- Student Scholarship

The repository is a service of University of Wyoming Libraries. Research, scholarly, and creative output included here has been selected and deposited by the faculty, researchers and students of University of Wyoming. WySR, Wyoming Scholars Repository, is part of the larger Open Access movement to transform scholarly communications.

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE FACULTY PUBLICATIONS

Submissions from 2013
- Title: The Role of Tobacco in Financing South African Universities
- Authors: Edward B. Barkley, Brian G. Stimpson
- URL: http://www.tobaccofreekids.org

Submissions from 2012
- Title: The Role of Tobacco in Financing South African Universities
- Authors: Edward B. Barkley, Brian G. Stimpson
- URL: http://www.tobaccofreekids.org

Visit the University of Wyoming Libraries website for more information.
Dear Faculty in the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences:

In an effort to increase the visibility of your scholarship, maximize its research impact, and contribute to worldwide accessibility, the UW Libraries are proud to announce their recent initiative, the Wyoming Scholarly Repository (WYSR). WYSR is an open-access institutional repository highlighting scholarship at the University of Wyoming. You can view WYSR at http://repository.uwyo.edu

Content housed in WYSR consists of a variety of scholarly works, including published articles, associated grey literature, professional grade peer-reviewed electronic journals, and conference platforms with papers.

There are many benefits to having your work archived in the Wyoming scholars repository:

- Maximize discoverability - This platform is optimized for visibility through Google Scholar, and other search engines, resulting in your scholarship being highly visible and easily discoverable by your students and colleagues here at University of Wyoming and by other scholars around the world.
- Maximize discoverability - Research shows that online open-access articles are the most frequently viewed, downloaded, and cited publications.
- Maximize discoverability - Research also shows that online open-access articles are the most frequently viewed, downloaded, and cited publications.
- Maximize discoverability - Research shows that online open-access articles are the most frequently viewed, downloaded, and cited publications.
- Maximize discoverability - Research shows that online open-access articles are the most frequently viewed, downloaded, and cited publications.
- Maximize discoverability - Research shows that online open-access articles are the most frequently viewed, downloaded, and cited publications.

This library is pleased to offer the Wyoming Scholars Repository Initiative to highlight scholarship at the University. We plan to solicit departments within the College of Engineering and Applied Science during the spring 2015 semester to provide further information and assistance.

Please feel free to contact us with any questions.

Kelli Wright, MSL, PhD
Scholarly communications librarian, UW Libraries
kwright@uwyo.edu

Lori Hietz, MSL, PhD
Head, Brickenhoff Geology library
STEM liaison librarian, UW Libraries
lhietz@uwyo.edu

Julie Ross, MSL, PhD
STEM liaison librarian, UW Libraries
jross@uwyo.edu
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In an effort to increase the visibility of your scholarship, enhance its research impact, and contribute to the development of open access, the University of Wyoming Libraries has set up a repository called "Postable". Postable is an open access institutional repository, leveraging scholarly output at the University of Wyoming. You can view Postable at [link].

The repository identifies your submitted and accepted articles for archiving in the repository, and we will make sure all of your material is documented. We encourage you to share your research work with your colleagues, including retaining the publishers or your better to obtain permission and adding the necessary material transfer letter to Scholarly. You can view [link] for more information.

Dear Dr. Smith,

I am happy to provide you with a sample of the Postable repository. Here is a list of the benefits:

- Increased discoverability: Your platform is optimized for finding through Google Scholar, and other search engines, enabling your work to be easily discovered by your students and colleagues at the University of Wyoming and by other scholars around the world.
- minimizes obsolescence: Research always has the potential to outlive and precede the most frequently embraced, downloaded, and cited publications.
- University-wide funding requirements for open access: The University mandates the open access of your research output and requires that your research output be available.
- Persistent IDs: Each published article is assigned a unique identifier that may be easily shared.
- Usage feedback: Statistics are automatically generated, allowing you to track the number of times each of your posted documents has been downloaded.

Please visit our website at [link]. By February 3, I'll provide you with the necessary materials to make your work visible in the repository.

The University Libraries is pleased to offer the Wyoming Scholarly Repository Initiative to support scholarly communication at our University. We are excited to offer this educational service to all faculty, students, and staff at the University of Wyoming. For more information, please contact [library contact information].

Best regards,

[Signature]
University of Wyoming Libraries
Publishers

No Permissions

Additional Services

Follow-up notification

Individual Consultation

Workshops/Training

Colleges/Departments
The bar chart shows the average numbers of publications for different departments:

- **College of Engineering**: 5.1 publications
- **College of Business**: 4.2 publications
- **College of Education**: 1.7 publications
- **History Department**: 4 publications

These statistics reflect the research output across various academic colleges.
Individual Outreach

1. Contacted by email or phone
2. Asked during a workshop
3. Talking out across campus at another meeting
Letters requesting permission: 52
Responses: 30
Permissions with PDFs: 24

Letters requesting permission
Responses
Permissions

93% 68% 32%